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Kllth)' ~lcCm·thy To

Elections To Be Held On
Monday Ancl Tuesday

Reign
Ove1· Netlwrlmul Blast

The approved list of candidates for the various class
offices and consequent Student Council seats has been
announced by the Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J., dean of
men. Election of the officers will
take place next Monday and
Tuesday, April 23 and 24 in
South Hall.
'I'hose seeking the three positions representing the class of '57
are Dave Dumbacher, Tim Garry,
Pat Gilligan, Bill Grau, John
Murray, Vic Oberting, Ed Sajewski, and Tom Volle.
Candidates for the top class of
'58 offices are Andy Guschwan,
Ralph Hogue, Deddo Lynn, Bill
Sena, and Gerry Vonder Muelen.
Those vying fo1· the next year's
sophomore class officers are Don
Barnhorst, Joe B r a n d a b u r ,
George Haas, Jim Jolley, Terry
Lautenbach, John Rawlings, and
Harry Shay.
Members of next year's student
body (members of the classes of
'57, '58, and '59) will also vote
for the athletic chairman, the
social chairman, and the assistant
social chairman. Those of the
class of '57 seeking the athletic
chairmanship are Mel Brennan,
Jim Steinbach, and Dick Ulmer.
Arrie belrose, Bill Douthitt,
and Lou Taglia are contending
for the position of social chairman in next year's Council. John
Plattner and Jim Sammons of the
class of '58 are seeking membership as the assistant social chairman.

Xavier men from all classes
w i 11 promenade tomorrow
night at the Pavillion Caprice
in the Netherland Plaza Hotel
when the junior class holds
its annual Prom.
Reigning over the dance will
be lovely 17 year-old Kathy McCarthy, elected the 1956 Prom
Queen in a general election in
South Hall last week, and Eve-

President, Dean
Accepi Invite To
Visit AF Academy
Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor,
S.J., president, and Dr. Raymond
F. McCoy, dean of the graduate
school, will be numbered among
a contingent of 21 Cincinnatians
invited by General Hubert Harmon to tour the United States
Air Force Academy in Denver,
Colorado from May 9 to the 11.
Dr. Joseph F. Link, Jr., assistant professor of economics, is
the Cincinnati chairman in charge
of arrangements for the trip.
The Cincinnati group will
leave Lunken Airport at 1 p.m.,
May 9, aboard a special U.S. Air
Force constellation. The group
will be given specially conducted
tours, demonstrations, reviews
and a reception by all cadets
and faculty members of the
Academy which is now the
"West Point and the Annapolis
of the Air."

Wheeler Tops
Dr. Charles F. Wheeler, chairman of the department of English, was recently erected president of the North Central College Association. This association
is the accrediting organization for
colleges and universities in the
mid-western United States.

Wheels behind tomorrow night's Junior Prom formulate last minute plans. Pictured above are prom
committee members Tim Garry, John Murray, Ed Sajewski, Tom Volle, and John VanFlandern. Clyde
Trask's Orchestra will supply the music for the nine-till-one affair.
Photo by Karches

FacultyGoesToFrontAsDormies
Mimic Profs In Stunt Night Skits
By Amly Guslnvmi
Look out Xavier! Here comes Stunt Night! At 8 tonight
in the armory, the dorm students open fire on the faculty and
vice versa. Several members of the faculty were going to
present skits panning the students' behavior, but faced by an
overwhelming number of counter-skits, they. withdrew.
Led by Jim Wiggs, Chuck
McNulty, Jim Imfeld and Dixie Bill Foley and Jim Wiggs.
McBrayer, the students will Brockman Hall will be repremimic what they consider the sented by Jude Zwick, Bob Jones,
pet foibles and mannerisms of and Charlie McNulty. The Elet
their teachers. Dixie McBrayer, Hall Roster includes Bill Cortez,
s·pear-head of the Elet Hall stu- Roger Lynn, Jim Greaney, Ray
dents, had this to say about his Mormile, Tony Nasser, Charle
skit: "It'll be as authentic and Heyd, Paul Scheel, and Andy
accurate as studentry can make Clayton.
Mel Brennan, Pat Gilligan,
it."
Bob Scheel promised to "depict Frank Sullivan, Ed Svernen, and
a typical dorm proctor and Jim Wiggs have taken care of
typical prefect." Dr. Bernard A. the features, lighting, and reGendreau and Dr. Cormac C. freshments.
Cappon have joined Rev. Oscar
J. LaPlante S.J., and "prefects"
on the list of students' victims.
Rev. John H. Reinke, S.J., will
referee the affair. When the
Mi-. Raymond J. Fellinger, unilaughs have died down, he will
pick the three best skits, which versity registrar, recently rewill be awarded Xavier Univer- leased the tentative list of those
students who will receive bacsity beer mugs.
Aiding and abetting the par- calaureate and master's degrees
ticipants will be Tom Walsh, who on June 6. Scholastic honors will
will emcee the show, and Clare be awarded to 36 of the graduMuelleman, who will supply the ating students. A list of these
musical background on the piano. students is as follows:
Summa cum Jaude: Ch a r 1 es
The Mermaid Tavern is entering skits with the help of Austin, John Clear, John Kramer,
Lewis Matthews, Jim Molloy,
Cletus Watts, and Oleg Zinam.
,Magna cum laude: Bob Burkhardt, Frank Gray, Bill Glueck,
John Groning, Donald Hogan,
The annual Xavier Accounting Bill Johnson, Tom Kerver, and
Society Dinner Meeting will be Bruno Wolff.
Cum laude: Joe Bauer, Bob
held in conjunction with Xavier's
125th Anniversary Observance on Beckner, Jim Bendick, John
Friday, April 20, at 7: 00 p.m. in Bowling, Dave Brecount, John
the Blue Room of the Student Carr, Frank Conneighton, Dale
Deffner, Michael H. Ducey, S.J.,
Union Building.
Mr. James R. Favret, Certi- Bill Ferrier, Tom Fogarty, John
fied Public Accountant for the Gladis, Ray Glassmeyer, Don
firm of Haskins and Sells, will Haworth, Pete Loyanich, Bob
be the guest speaker. The meet- Manley, Joe Sanker, Ed Smith,
ing is open to all accounting stu- Mary Weil, Charlie Woeste, and
Bob Zurenko.
dents and alumni.

Fellinger Releases
Names Of Grads

Accountants Hold
Annual Feed

Council Cries For
News Retraction;
Upholds PR

Queen Kathy

ning College co-eds Joan Lambers and Joyce Klosterman, her
At its meeting, April 26, two attendants.
Student Council, at the exKathy is a 1955 graduate of
Regina High School and studies
hortation of Jim Brandabur, Business English at the XUEC.
passed· a motion demanding She works as a secretary at City
that the editor of The News, Loan Company in Norwood near
Bob Manley, retract a statement het· home at 2506 Moundview
printed in an editorial in the drive. Her hobbies include a wide
April 13 issue.
variety of sports. She has an amThe statement read. "Under no bition to be a secretary in a law
circumstances should students in office before she marries.
a Catholic liberal arts college
Clyde Trask's Orchestra will
defend the fundamental principle provide the music in the Pavilof evil government." Editor Man-~\ion from nine until one o'clock.
ley replied, "I don't intend to rickets, which sell for $3 to senretract it."
iors and $4 to all others, are on
Ninety per cent of the meet- sale in South Hall or may be
ing's time was spent in an open bought at the door tomorrow
floor debate, which could be in- night.
formally titled "The Durkin
Method of Voting Versus the
Cas-h Method of Voting in Student Council Elections."
Ed Durkin and Harold Baumeister, co-chairmen of Council's
During the past weekend, the
Board of Elections, proposed that thirieth annual convention of
the PR system be abandoned and the Ohio College Newspaper
that first, second, third, and Association was held at the Ft.
fourth choice votes be cast for Steuben Hotel in Steubenville.
the candidates. Under such a Xavier was represented at the
system the four candidates with ·convention by The News managthe highest total of votes would ing editor, Bob Juenke, a junior.
be elected to office. Ed stated
In addition to an honorable
(Continued on Page 3)
mention, Xavier was honored
flll'ther by being selected to furnish the O.C.N.A. vice president
for the next year. By virtue of
The oflicia.I birthday party of a unique election system, the
Xavier University will be cele- editor of the member school
brated on Tuesday, Nov. 20, in selected automatically becomes
the Xavier University Fieldhouse. the vice president. Thus, next
Dr. Thor Johmon will lead the year's News editor will serve in
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra that capacity and exercise that
in honor of the occasion. Rev. officer's duties at next year's
John H. Reinke, S.J., instructor convention in Cleveland.
of philosophy, and Pete LoyanXavier received the winning
ich. graduate student In philos- majority vote on the second balophy, wlll perform piano solos at lot. Bowling Green was elected
the event.
president.

News llonorecl By
OCNA Convention

Well Now
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That Time Again

T

his year has been hectic for those involved in student government. It is once again the time for students to select
men to represent them in Council affairs.
Good government in a representative system is not secured
By Nick Mei111er
unless the electorate is both informed and conscientious. Those
During
April
and
May, several states will have primary
whcio want to insure that the student government is effectively
an correctly run next year will take it upon themselves to elections to choose delegates for the national nominating
study the candidates and to vote for those who appear to be conyentions. These conventions will be held in July, ·while
most able. We urge members of the three classes involved in most of us are enjoying our "vacation." This, being a presinext week's election to do their part to make the future of dential election year, it might be interesting to look at these
their Council secure by the selection of able representatives. primaries.

Primaries Provide Chance For Clioice

Confusion ·
ouncil moved to send an official request to your editor that
he should retract a sentence that appeared in an editorial
on Friday, April 13. Our "objectionable" sentence, which was
read to Council by the gentleman who made the mot'ion, is:
"Under no circumstances should students in a Catholic liberal
arts college defend the fundamental principle of evil govern·
ment."
•
On the face of this request, Council has decreed that the
sentence expr~sses a false idea~ Council, by its motion would
appear to believe that students in a Catholic liberal arts
college should defend the fundamental principle of evil gov·
ernment.
As we see it, Council had one of two excuses for passing
its motion: (1) Council 'believes that the fundamental principle of evil government deserves defense; or (2) Council is
in such a state of confusion that it failed to realize that its
motion was a de facto endorsement for the fundamental principle of evil government. ·
We do not intend to support the fundamental principle
of evil government. For that reason we shall never retract the
sentence which induced official protest by Council.
What is more, in persuance of a memorandum sent to the
Dean of the College of Liberal Arts on Feb. 20, 1956, we
agree to, defend that sentence, as well as our editorial policy
on student government, in public debate with anyone at any
mutually convenient occasion conducive to formal debate.

C

Commend or Condemn?

T

he so-called Constitutional Party (Committee for the Betterment of Constitutional Government) has come upon
the campus scene in the last couple of weeks. When its foundation was announced last week, it offered an elaborate program of reform for our student government. This week it has
come out in support of a slate of candidates for the class of '59.
Its dedication to reform is worthy of commendation. However, its progress so far would indicate that it lacks both the
originality and the vision which must characterize any reform
gr?UP: We'r~ ~appy to know. that this group agrees with our
editorial opinions on Council. But we would prefer to see
a group that can produce some ideas of its own.
.If the Constitutional Party is sincerely interested in reformation of our student government, then in our opinion it is
~n a positi~n to .do a great d~al ~f good. But, if the party is
m~erested m usmg the constitut10nal issue solely as a campaign slogan to be dropped after the election is passed then
it deserves our unmitigated condemnation.
'

Good · Example
man with a new idea came to progressively con·
A .young
servatiye
and joined the faculty of the Uniof Cmcmnatl m
The man was Herman Schneider.

v~rsi.ty

.Cinc~~nati

1903.

His idea was "co-operative" education.
.
The idea was a hard one to sell. After he had convinced
educators of its value, Dean Schneider and one or two faithful
friends :vorked ceaselessly until the first "co-op" class was
started m 1906 at Cincinnati's municipal university
T~is is the golden anniversary year of the succ~ssful use
of an idea once put forth by a young man. The use of his idea
not only in Cincinnati, but all over the country should serv~
as an .ex~mple to Y.o':1ng men now in college. '
His idea was ridiculed and he was often discouraged. He
frequently co1;lld haye abandoned his cause. Instead, he pers~vered and fmally induced people to accept his gift to mankind.
. f ·~'11'1',..
A ~imilar challeng~ wil~ no doub.t face every college stu~
dent with regard to his beliefs and ideas. It requires a man
made of strong. stuff .to persevere as did Dean Schneider; He
frequently a~vised his colleagues, "Give me the young- man
w~o has brams enough to make a fool of himself." Perhaps
this represented the outstanding lesson of his life.
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Historically speaking, they are
very recent developments. The
first primaries were held in 1908
in Wisconsin and Pennsylvania.
Many other states followed and
by 1916 about one half of the
states in the Union were using

Music Stand
By Joe McCarlhy
The audience enthusiastically applauded the concert
work of Fr. Reinke. (Presented April 17; 18, 19). All
were unanimous in sayipg
that the light-hearted evening,
with its "gather - around - the piano" atmosphere, was a most
enjoyable one. (Despite the Armory's hard-metal chairs.)
The program presented was
based upon the music of Richard
Rogers and his successive lyrical.
collaborators, Hart and Hammerstein. This was a Xavier Forum
presentation, and it proved lively
and interesting.

The musical content of the
show received aid in abundance
through Fr. Relnke's personality.
In fact, it is actually a little hard
to determine whether the eve·
ning's success was due to the
musical fare, or to Father's inlm·
it~ble manner, which at times
bears a shade of resemblance to
that of Steve Allen.
In chronological manner, Fr.
Reinke traces the activities of the
American musical team down
through the years, singing vocals,
directing his eight member choral group, and giving emphasis to
the humorous ..... all the while
cemented to his piano stool.
The chorus, which proved to
be in good voice, presented
numerous selections. covering the
entire Rogers-Hart-Hammerstein
era. Most of their efforts were
quite up to snuff.
Particular worth noticing was
the work of show-veteran Adele
Gratsch. It was also a pleasure to
find Gene Jochem enthused in
his chirping . . . . his heart was
in "Oklahoma." Be I la rm in e
Choir's Midge Holtz proved quite
up to the job as she cavorted
through the higher register, and
appeared most at ·ease in her
solo work.
Topping ·off the whole affair
was the sparkling wit of the
"Jebee" trio, composed of Fathers
Reinke, Ratterman, and McCummiskey. While they may never
make Broadway, they certainly
are a proven success on Winding
Way, and after all . . . "That's
about as far as you can go."
Making two appearances during the program Peter Paul Loyanich displayed a bit of the abil·
ity for which . he has been so
widely acclaimed. It is most eertalnly time that we hear more of
Pete and his piano.

• • •

The 195Q May Festival will
soon be upon us, and it is with
bated breath that we await its
opening. It cannot be denied that
this is a significant Queen City
production, and is indeed most
noteworthy. During this, the 4lst
Biennial festival, five great chor·
al programs are to be presented.
(One more than the last festival).
The dates are May 7, 8, 10, 11,
and 12. We will have more ....
much more, about thi11 later.

choice and they did not take it.
At the present time, only seventeen states have primaries, and
if the people don't make them
work, they, too, will be abandoned.

Simple Announcement

some sort of primary election.
In the early days of our counHowever, the elections in that try, a person simply announced
year marked a peak, and soon that he wished to be a candidate
there after some states abandoned for the office. He was then either
the primary system. Today, only, indorsed or not indorsed by local
about one third of the states still and state groups. As time went
use it.
on, these groups behind the canA much older- system, and didate became more and more
more widely practiced one, is that important.

of holding local and state con·
ventions to choose delegates who
will later attend the national con·
vention. Some fifty years ago,
there grew the feeling that the
average state convention was too
thoroughly under the control of
a few professional politicians.
This handful of men was in effect
appointing the presidential candidates. In order to avoid this
"evil," the primary election was
introduced. The use of a primary
·was supposed to give the rank
and file citizens a greater voice
in the selection.
Voters Don't Vote
We have now had about fifty
years of primaries, and they have
shown that citizens are well con~
tent to allow the professional
politicians to attend to their
political affairs. The primary has
not fulfilled the hopes which students of politics had for it. The
main difficulty is that the voters
do not vote. It is not unusual for
less than one fifth of the voters
of a state to take part in the
balloting. In the Illinois primary
held on April 10, only 30 percent of the voters went to the
polls. Many states have therefore
gone back to the convention sys•
tern. The people were afforded
the opportunity to express their

DOWN

The first national nominating
convention was held by the AntiMasons, a radical party of short
life, in 1831. Later in that same
year the National Republican
Party held its first national convention. The first Democratic
convention was held in Baltimore
in 1832. It nominated Andrew
Jackson for his second term. This
year, therefore, the national con·
ventions will be celebrating their
125th anniversary.
There is a great deal to be said
for the convention system. It is
traditional in American political
life, involves a relatively small
number of people, and has been
very successful in the past. On
the other hand, el~ctions are a
rather expensive business, since
the vast majority of people don't
vote anyway.
What the voters are saying by
their action is, "Let the professional politicians run the country; I don't care." In some coun·
tries a fine is imposed on those
who do not vote,- but this seems
unfair. The privilege of voting
ought not to be forced upon
people who do not want ft. The
only way to keep the privilege of
voting is to keep voting, in the
primary as well as in the general
· election in November.

FRONT

By Tom MeA.uli/Je

After having taken a well deserved vacation the last two
weeks, I ret~r~ed this week t~- the arduous task of finding a
decent mov1~ m town to review. Well, it wasn't easy. The
crop of movies downtown alternated between the ridiculous
and the romantically nauseous. The only decent movies around
were ones I had already reviewed,
or were ones which would be
gone by today.. So, in desperation,
I was preparing myself for a
bout with "Simba-Terror of the
Mau-Mau" and "Great Sioux Uprising" when, much to my pleasant surprise, I found out that one
of the most delightful English
comedies that I had ever seen,
"The Man Who Loved Redheads"
with Moira Shearer was slated
to start at the Guild today.
This movie was made back in
the pre-Guiness days when the
English movie industry hadn't
been made fully conscious of the
fact that an Englishman, whether
he was a red-faced clerk who wore
a der.by, or a rotund lord who
wore tweeds, was one of the fun·
niest things imaginable to an
American, who could never quite
bring himself to believe that
there were such things. As long
as the English are masters of
understatement I think they will
be masters of English-language
c~m~dy. They have a subtlety, a
dignity about their comedy that
far outstrips American custard
pie comedy.

"The Man Who Loved Red·
heads" is the story of an English
nobleman who when just a boy
faUs in love with a beau'tiful
young girl who is just a few
years older than he. This takes
place at a birthday party; and
unfortunately, he never sees her
again. And though he is a happiiy
married member of the English
foreign service, during the movie
he never ceases searching for
this beautiful red-beaded girl
who is always appearing and re·
appearing in his life many dif·
ferent times-though 11be ts never
the same girl. The resultant situ·
atlons and events are brou1ht to
perfection by witty dialogue and
excellent acting.
I was also quite edified and
amazed by the very graceful way
in which the company handled
the matter of-if you'll pardon
the expression-sex. Either the
English are a bit more sophisti·
cated than we are, or they just
can't stomach the thinis we can.
It all adds up to the fact that
~here will always be an England
Just as long as they stay away
from custard pies. ·
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Spring Brings Forth Strange Sights At XU Campus
Students Stirred By Odd
· A.ctivity Behind Logan Hall

New Positions Created
In Staff Reorganization

·By Tom ·Mc.4.ulilJe
Early last December, just at
that dull time of year when football season was over and basketball season not yet fully begun,
many Xavier. students were star·
tled out of their early-winter
hibernation by a flurry of activ·
ity on the Herald avenue side of
Logan Hall. The patch of ground
bordering the sidewalk leading
to _the Cash Memorial Room was
·being churned up by a mop·
haired, raggedy old gardener
whose appearance seemed vaguely familiar to everybody.
Unique Activity
It was only natural that the
- presence of such a unique person
engaged in such a unique activ·
ity (considering the time of year)
should stil' up some campus con·
troversy.
Numerous inqu1r1es
were made by different individuals on campus to find something
out about this strange person.
The News always on the prowl
for the truth launched an investigation to ascertain the facts
about this ;person.
For some strange reason .it
found both administration officials and teachers equally reticent at giving out any pertinent
information on the matter. An
attempt was made by Tom Ker·
ver, News senior editor, to induce
Rev. W. Eugene Shiels, S.J.,
chaiman of the histQry department, to view this strange apparition and perhaps give us a clew
as to its origin. We thought that
perhaps this was the sole survivor of a once flourishing culture which had been destroyed
.and sent its citizens fleeing across
the eal'th. There was also some
speculation as to whether it had
anything to do with the Bridey
Murphy case. Fr. Shiels refused
to comment.
Once Arrested
In fact, the only campus authority who showed any interest
whatsoever was the Dean of Men,
Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J.,
who did haye this disheveled
Luther Burbank arrested for de·
stroying school property. But he
later withdrew his charges. Moreover, he spent the rest of his
spare time until Christmas vacation doing a little spadework

PR Retained For
Future Elections

Two new editorial positions tivities requires more reporters
were created and several pro- to cover events and involves
motions and reassignments more re-write work in order to
condense stories.
were made in a move by Bob ·~Full Coverage
Manley, editor-in-chief, to re· '! Like in the past, all operations

organize the management of The on The News will be supervised
News. Two associate editors were by the editor-in-chief with the
promoted to the newly created assistance of the managing editor.
post of campus editor to head However, the new system is detwo new divisions of the editodal signed to provide specialists to
department.
supervise two major operations
Big Switch
in the editorial department.
The primary job of VanFlanAssociate Editor John VanFlandern was promoted to cam- dern will be to insure that every
pus editor to direct news collec- event at Xavier is covered by a
tion functions and to supervise reporter. The chief duty of Poole
will be to supervise condensation
reporters and photographers.
Associated Editor Bill Poole of stories so that most events can
was promoted to campus editor be squeezed into The News.
to direct production operations
in The News editorial office.
In addition, Mel Brennan has
been promoted to assistant sports
editor to supervise sports reportRev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J.,
ers. Joe McCarthy has been pro- dean of men, has issued the folmoted to associate editor to take lowing message regarding the
over Poole's duties in the com- use of alcoholic beverages at stuposing room.
dent dances:
Matter Of Necessity
Alcoholic beverages other than
Dick Weik, associate editor, has 3.2 beer are not allowed by Xav·
been assigned to take over Poole's ier University at student dances.
duties as Student Council cor- In order that this regulation be
respondent. Anot\her specialized enforced effectively, yet as inreporting job was created with conspicuously as possible, .the
the assignment of Ron Wilke to university lnsisfs that any stu·
report news about Xavier science dent who takes advantage of the
opportunity to reserve a table
departments.
These changes in administra- for his friends and guests, as·
tion of The News were brought sumes the responsibility of con·
about by changes in Xavier that trolling the situation at the table
have taken place dm·ing the past he has reserved.
few years. The expansion of the
student body, physical plant, administrative machinery, student
organizations, and community
·services_ of Xavier has made the
Representatives of Loyola Unijob of The News too complex to versity will be at the Guidance
be efficiently administered by a and Placement Center to intersystem which was designed more view pre-medical and pre-dental
than a quarter of a century ago. students wishing to continue their
Situation Reversed
graduate studies at Loyola on
Until a few years ago, editors April 24.
were·· unable to fill their space
A representative of Peat, Marwithout devoting at least two wick, and Mitchell will be at
pagei; to columns of opinions. the Guidance office April 24, to
Today the problem is reversed. interview accounting majors.
It is difficult to find space to put
The time. of the two forementhe abundance of news. This sud- tioned interviews will be from
den growth in news-worthy ac- 9: 00 a.m. to 4: 30 p.rn.

Potent Liquors
Tabooed At Dances

GENTLE SOUL CARES FOR TENDER SPROUT
himself.
By now, student fears and suspicions were at a fever pitch.
The situation was just reaching
the breaking point when an
Honors Course student, whose
name will be withheld for obvious reasons, at-tacked Rev. Frederick N. Miller, S.J., chairman of
the Chemistry Department, in
the early hours of a January
morning. Fr. Miller received
severe head lacerations in addi·
tion to having his white coat
torn. But the always-ready Fr.
Miller subdued his assailant with
a small vial of his own sleeping
·gas (on sale at -better drugstores
everywhere). On inspection of his
assailant, Fr. Miller found that
he was half crazed with frost-·
bite and he was passionately
clutching-a spade. The stranger
somehow, by blackmail or by
sheer, brute force, had gotten a
poor, ignorant classics student to
do his dirty work. The hunt was
on.

Ripper-Fr. Hetherington
been caught.

had

Why?

Why had he done this? Why
had one of the world's foremost
classicists endangered the very
soul_ and substance of his students just to dig up a patch of
ground in front of Logan Hall?
Some say it was the result of an
argument between him and Fr.
Miller on whether chemistry
books should be written in Latin
or German. Others say that he
was searching for the lost continent of Atlantis. And still others
say that he was jealous of Fr.
LaPlante's tree surgery work,
and wanted to make himself
really indispensible to the university by becoming her top
ditch digger.
At the trial, a few interesting
points were brought out.
(Continued next week)

PHILOPS TRAVEL
(Continued from Page 1)
that this system would be fairer
Lynching Party
The Poland Philopedian Society
than PR because "PR is designed
A lynching party was organ- will send a debate team to Carfor equal offices in an election ized. A student fund was set up negie Tech, Pittsburgh, Pa. this
and not for elections in which to purchase firearms to protect . weekend.
offices are open to all candi· students and teachers alike. Each
Freshmen Wayne Fehr and
dates."
Herald avenue cottage was given Don Brislane will take the affirmIn defense .of the PR system, - a watchdog. The campus was ative position and seniors Tom
Al Cash stated, "The proposed ready..
Kerver and Bob Manley the
system is a little better than the
At this stage of the game the negative positions in the debate.
The Verkamp Debate Tourna4-X method, but not as good as FBI stepped in. It was merely a
PR which js the only way th~ matter of hours before they un- ment will be held on April 27 in
minority can be heard from." In masked ·the man who had caused the Albert D. Cash Room of
reference to the inauguration of more excitement than Jack the Logan Hall.
the PR system three years ago
for Council elections, "I wanted
it and we submitted it to Fr.
For Meals at Home •••
O'Connor, who sanctioned it as
For Lunches at Work or School •. • •
dean."
After much altercation, which
centered around the poles of the
traditional and not the constituional power to change the method
of election and the interpretation
of a plurality clause in the Constitution of Student Council, it
{with Vitamin D)
was decided to retain the PR
method of election.
When this decision had been
They can't be beat as Healthful Food
made, Ed Durkin asked Al Cash
and Refreshing Dessert I At your ·Favorite
to join the Board of Elections
Food Storel For Home Delivery call CHerry
because Ed felt that Al Cash was
5880, or ask yovr French-Bauer driverl
the only available person on
~
I
IETIEI DAllY PIODUCTS SINCI 1142
campus qualified to count ballots
~ ~I "ltCCMt1nomoretau11etl1ebedl"
under the intricate procedures of
the PR 1y1tem.

.~&.

HOMOGENIZED MIU<

J& .

QUALITY v CHEKD
la CREAM

Interviews Here
Set For Tuesday

Hats off
to
Empress
Eugenie!

She didn't have
to be of royal
birth to capture
Napoleon. She
knew that a pretty hat and accessories have a way of
melting a man. Take a tip from Eugenie. It won't make
you an empress, but you'll s11rely be queen of his heart.

CAREW TOWER •

Mahley

WESTERN HILLS PLAZA

&

Carew

Cincinnati's Fashion Stores

r
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Comment One-Old stars never die, they return for the
spring game. Last Sunday afternoon there was assembled in
the locker room the sembelance of what the 1956 Musketeer
team will face this coming Sunday afternoon. Among the
shambles of equipment and photographers' flash bulbs, stood
some of the all time greats of the Xavier Hall of Fame.
Looking like the preverable "Men in the Gray Flannel
Suits" were the coaches of this club, Artie Hauser and Jack
Hoffman. As one of the former stars, John Curl put it, "the
two boys that made good."
It was also good to see an old friend and the former cocaptain of the 1953 club, John Baele. Fresh out of the Army,
John said he was like the boy scouts, "prepared." Although
he looked as if he may have put on a pound or two since he
last honored the green pastures of Xavier Field, at 230 he
should be a test to the tackles of this year's club.
Also among the members of the fat boys club is Jerry
Keefe. Jerry, who in his days a~ Xavier, was known. a~ a fine
place kicker, also was very apt in the art of dog tram1ng and
put that talent to work on Gene Jochem's six month old great
<lane, Jock.
TJ1e stars have been hard at work all week long and seem
to be in rare shape. When I asked the coaches for a comment,
they remarked, "fat, overweight and aged, we'll be there."
Comment Two-The 1956 Musketeers. Although they are
not as fat, old, and aged, they have a great deal of color. The
loss of 16 lettermen is a problem for any coach, but Mick
Connelly could very well come up with as fine a squad as last
year's 7-2 team.
Well pleased with the starting backfield of Bertoia, McCloskey, Konkoly and Kilgore, the coach told me that he has
some fine boys in readiness to replace his four letterwinners.
Terry Malone has looked very good in practice. And Terry
Meyer seems to be ready after havi~g some trouble with bis
· knee.
·~ •..i 44111
The line has also come into its own since last week. Veterans Denny Davis, Steve Junker, Poe Polich, and Frank
Bachman have looked very good. Newcomer Russ Goings
has also been a pleasant sight to Connelly's eyes.
Taking all into consideration, the attraction this Sunday
ought to be well worth the 50 cents admission price.
Comment Threc-X-tras. After almost two years, it has
been revealed that Gabe Sciaretti is a shirt-tail relation to
singer Dean Martin •••• If things get tough Sunday, there is
a chance that another old-timer, "Swivel-Hips" Baldwin,
might get a chance to perform once again.
(Hear John Haley, on "Xavier Chimes," Sat., 12:45 p.m. on WCKY)

Bellarmine Falls To Netters;
Golfers Defeated By Wildcats
By Glenn DriBrricq
Tim Conliffe, a Junior, the
captain of the Xavier University golf team, tied for medal
honors with Kentucky's Hayden Spalding to no avail in
Lexington last Friday. Xavier
lost the match to the highly
rated Kentucky team, 18-9. Conliffe and Spalding each shot excellent 75's.
Spalding outshot Xavier's Jim
Sassons, a sophomore, 75-85,
while Conliffe took Sam McCanandless, 75-83.
Last Saturday's game with
Eastern Kentucky scheduled to
be played at Maketewah was
called off due to rain.
Monday, Miami won every
match in its first golf competition and defeated Xavier, 23-4 at
Maketewah.
Miami's Harley Knosher outshot Tim Conliffe, 77-82. Knosher
won 3-0. Joe Glass of Miami defeated Jim Sassons. Sassons shot
an 86. Glass won 2lh-\/z. Miami
won the best ball, 3-0. Miami's
Ron Bingamon and Jim Dunn of
X each shot an 86. Each scored
1!12 points. Bob Morlidite of
Miami outshot Bob Li n den schmidt, 79-84. Miami won the
set and best shot, 3-0. Larry Nein
defeated Denny Delrose. Delrose
shot an 83. Nein won 2!12 points
for Miami to 1,-2 for Xavier. In
the final match, Dave Downing
took Xavier's Grant Diebert, 8794. Downing won the set, 3-0, and

The Xavier tf1nnis team started
ol1t on the brignt side at .a..oai!lv~l!e

Monday a:;; they de!eated
Bellarmine College, 7-2.
In the singles matches, Xavier's
Jim Brockoff took T. Feige 7-5,
1-6, 6-3. Jim Delaney of Belarmine defeated Mike Hasset in
two sets, 7-5, 7-5. Lloyd Lill of
XU beat Wendell Bowles 1-6,
6-3, 6-1. Xavier's Mike Mcconville took Ed Brown in two sets,
9-7, 6-1. George Smith of XU
came back to beat Larry Watkins
4-6, 7-5, 7-5.
Xavier also came out on top
in the doubles. The XU team
of Brockoff and Smith defeated
Feige and Brown 6-3, 6-3. Sheilds
and Mcconville of Xavier defeated Campbell and Bowles
6-3, 6-0. The third doubles was
forfeited to Xavier.
the best ball, 2-1.
Xavier will try to start off on
the other foot today as they meet
the Niblickers of the University
of Cincinnati.
1958 GOLF
APRIL
Fri. 20 Clnclnnatl ..... ......... Xavier
Mon. 23 Kentucky ............ Xavier
Wed. 25 Dayton ................ Dayton
Fri. 21 Miami .................... Osford

MAY

Fri. 4 Dayton ...................... Xavier
Mon. 1 Eastern Kentucky Xavier
Fri. 11 Cincinnati .............. Xavier
Mon. H Ohio lntercollerate
Tournament .... Columbus, O.
Fri. 18 Villa Madonna .. Cov., K7.
Mon. 21 Hanover ................ Xavier

Gather For Spring ;F1
Muskie
By FOrJ

By Mel Brennan

This Sunday afternoon, Xavier
students will get to see some of
the all-time great Musketeers
players when the 1956 Musketeers
clash with the All-Stars in the
annual Spring Game. Highlighting the All-Stars will be members of the famous 1949-50-51
teams that compiled a record of
27 wins, two losses, and one tie.
Hoffman, Hauser Coach
The old-timers will be coached
by Jack Hoffman, now playing
pro with the Chicago Bears, and
Artie Hauser of the Los Angeles
Rams. They will use ·the twoplatoon system, with this year's
graduating seniors making-up the
offensive unit, and .the alumni
the defensive unit.
Next year's Musketeers will
get a strong test as to their
scoring potential when they run
against such men as Tito Carinci,
Ray Stackhouse, Frank Milostan,
Tom Ballaban, Bernie Roechers,
John Baele, Jackie Hahn, Jack
Gearding, and Gerry Keefe.
Further Strengthened
The AU-Stars will be further
strenghtened by the addition of
some of the present Musketeers
who are fighting for starting roles
next season. They will run out-of
the Straight "T" while the regulars will switch between the
"T" and the Split "T".

Ronald J. B
pation on variot
in the center o
the slightly nei
member of Nee
occupation referE
a first-rate pitchE
staff.

In Thlr,
"Brick" is beg
Coach "Mick" Connolly, Dr. Joseph G. Crothy, ticket co-chair- year at his pres1
man, and Gene Driscoll, Musketeer Club president, confer on the seems headed to
most lucrative, ;
·
sale of tickets for the annual Spring Game.
an excellent I
the Muskies ope
was in this gam
on in the eighth
with two out anc
eyebrows were 1
first man he fa1
everything went
By Dom Giordano
when he retired
A new, but familiar face has
men to preserve
been added to the Musketeer
Little stunts s\
athletic department. Donald Ruthe trademB
been
berg, former Xavier basketball
ner since his
and baseball star, has been
Xavier uniform
named freshman basketball coach.
year for instanc
He will also coach the baseball
up with a 2-1·1
team and assist in intra-mural
romped home vi,
activities. Don will assume his
12 contests. Both
new duties next fall.
were shutouts, i
hitter against th•
Coached Elder
ton, and a ll
Ruberg has been head ·basketagainst Ohio t
ball and baseball coach at Elder
dently, it was th
High School since 1953. This
.which brings tl
past campaign, D o n ' s court
to his face. f
charges won the GCL title,
strong Bobcat n
gaining for himself coach-of-the
year laurels. His 1954 baseball
Represe1
By Bob Queenan
team won the state championTo
add
to th
Before the championship of ship.
of this feat, it w:
the Xavier Intramural Basketball
Don graduated from Xavier in
cat nine that r
leagues could be decided, the 1951 with a degree in Business alma mater.
and
his
wife,
the
former
Don
good had to be separated from Administration. He won three
the better and the best separated letters in basketball and base- Rose Mary Timmers have two
from these. The quarter finals ball, captaining the latter in his boys and reside in Westwood.
found the Wildcats sneaking by senior year. After graduation, f •
the Badgers 49-43; the AU-Stars Don took a fling at professional
defeating the Gophers 62-44; the ball, signing with the Cleveland
Aces trouncing the Cherry Pick- organization. He entered the
ers 59-43; the Wolverines topping army and saw service in Korea
3616 Montrome17 Boacl
the Coyotes 63-57.
with the 25th division. After his
Evanston
Then came the semi-finals. discharge, he became coach at his
The four ·best teams were playing with but one desire, "be the
best." The Wildcats met the AllStars and the Aces took on the
Wolverines. The scores of the two
AS MENTIONED IN
..The Noble1t Sontlwlch
~
of Them All"
games left no doubt as to the
better teams. The All Stars took
the Wildcats 68-43 and the WolTIY CAPll'I PIZZA PIEi
A Plaoor You•it Rememhr
verines beat the Aces 65-46.
.
OVEN FRESH
CAaAY OUT IERVIC&
@~(pffi(J
Finals
·t~;iW
.
l'LAIN ................. t.7'11.M
Then came the big night. On
al~~~~~·:':~~~~~. ... us
~
Wednesday, March 11, the finals
MIU:.llROOMS ......... J.N J.OI
ANCHOVIES • .,., ..... , .to 1.71
were held. In a closely contested
0
~~~~~ ~hun.::::
l:~:
game the All-Stars squeezed by
Combination
C.po:l'o Pina Pi. ~I-located
the Wolverines 48-45. Molinski
- th• Southea" ConHr Tenneuee
and Reaollna ko111f.-Rond 11111.
and Baerman were .high for the
ORDER BY PHONE, JE 1-0301
All-Stars with 14 and 16 respecOi>!n E"'1' P,,Jf 4 P.M. 'TU I A.M.
,,..,.,,NS:::~Tr 1•:.d,:,undiq
tively. Billy Vieth was high for
the Wolverines.

Elder Coach Appointed To
Musketeer Coaching Staff

All-Stars Sneak By
Wolverines To Win
IM Chanipionship

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY

NOW THE FAMOUS

GONDOLA SANDWICH

po·sT

............
.:rs

"The ,.art11 Snacl( With
A Continental Toueh"

1956 TENNIS

APRIL
Mon. 16 Bellarmlne .... Loulsvllle
Wed. 18 Kentucky ............ Xavier
Fri. 20 Wllmlnrton Wllmln1ton,
Ohio
Sat. 21 Eastern Kentucky Xavier
Tues. 2' Manball .............. Xavier
Tbun. 28 Louisvllle .... Louisville
Sat. 28 Dayton .................. Dayton

MAY

Tues. 1 Clnclnnatl ............ Xavier
Wed. 2 Wllmln1ton ............ Xavier
Tbun. 3 Bellarmlne .......... Xavier
Sat. 5 Dennison .................. Xavier
Mon. 1 Manhall .... Bunrttnrton,

w.va.

Tbun. 10 Miami ................ Osford
Mon. H Eutern Kentucky .......... ..
Richmond, Ky.
Thun. 11 Loulsvllle ........ Xavier
Sat. 19 DaJton .................... Xavier

Too Important To ForgetThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

H. 'MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

WOodburn 1-2474

•
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r Spring ~football Game
Muskie Baseballers Ably Led
By Former Roger Bacon Star
By' Charlie W oe•le
Ronald J. Brickner is an affable young fellow whose occupation on various days is to stand on a slightly elevated plateau
in the center of a grassy plain and throw aspirin tablets at
the slightly nervouse figure of a man 60 feet away. Ron's a
member of Ned Wulk's Xavier baseball Musketeers, and the
occupation refered to is that of
a first-rate pitcher on the mound
staff.

In Third Year
1thy, ticket co-chairident, confer on the

lnted To
.g Staff

"Brick" is beginning his third
year at his present position and
seems headed toward making it
most lucrative, after turning in
an excellent performance in
the Muskies opener recently. It
was in this game that he came
on in the eighth inning in relief
with two out and one on. A few
eyebrows were raised when the
first man he faced tripled. But
everything went back to normal
when he retired the next three
men to preserve the victory.
Little stunts such as that have
been the trademark of Mr. Brickner since his putting on the
Xavier uniform in 1954. That
year for instance, "Brick" came
up with a 2-1-1 mark as Xavier
romped home victorious in 10 of
12 contests. Both of his victories
were shutouts, including a onehitter against the Flyers of Dayton, and a nifty four-hitter
against Ohio University. Incidently, it was this latter triumph
which brings the biggest smile
to his face. He blanked the
strong Bobcat nine 4-0.

Represented Ohio
To add to the impressiveness
of this feat, it was the same Bobcat nine that represented Ohio

in the NCAA tourney that year
and three or four members of
that team subsequently went on
to play pro ball. The tie on his
record resulted when the strongarmed right hander went 12
innings against Miami with the
two teams splitting six runs
evenly.

Bacon Grad
Last season as a junior, Ron
sported a 3-1 record and in the
process, compiled a smooth 2.27
earned run average.
Ron came to Xavier by way of
Roger Bacon High. For Coach
George Lemme!, he was a fouryear1 letterman in baseball and
was very instrumental in the
Spartans winning the state class
A baseball championship his
senior year.

Started As Catcher
Brickner started his baseball
career as a catcher in the knothole leagues, switched to a pitcher when, in effect, the ball
started coming back to the mound
faster than it came toward the
plate. Because of his hitting
ability, Ron also has played first
base when not pitching. He also
served as an efficient pinch
hitter at Xavier for the same
reason.
"Brick" considers the O.U.
team· of two year's ago as the
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FANCY FLINGING, CLUTCH· HITTING
BRING DIAMOND MEN DOUBLE WIN
Big Ten Cliampions Next For Undefeated Xavier;
Cassady, Ellis, Howard Star For Buckeye Team
By Jack Cl1erry
The Xavier University baseball nine, coupling good
pitching and hitting, opened tne 1956 season with wins over
Villa Madonna and Marion College (Ind.). Rained out of
their scheduled opener with Hillsdale, the Musketeers were
forced to wait until April 11th when Villa Madonna provided
the opposition to officially · get
the season under way.
Xavier jumped to a 2-0 lead
after the first three innings, scoring first in the opening inning,
and led 5-0 after seven, but the
Kentuckians came back in the
top of the eighth to pull with.in
one, 5-4. In the Xavier half of
the eighth the Musketeers pushed
across five markers to end the
scoring.

Coyne Gains Win
Tom Coyne gained credit for
the win with an assist from Hank
Schmidt and Capt. Ron Brickner.
Coyne gave but two hits in the
five innings he worked. Don
Knecht anc:l George Kast led the
Musketeer batsmen with two hits
apiece, and Knecht topped the
RBI producers with three.
Last Saturday, the Musketeers
played host to Marion College
(Ind.) winning easily, 13-1.
Eleven men went to bat for
the Musketeers in the initial
round, and when the side was
retired, the damage was enough
best he has faced and a member
of that team, Jay Hornsby, an
outfielder, as the best player he
has come up against.
As for the future, Ron will
graduate in June with a BSBA
(Accounting). He would like a
shot at pro ball, but is very interested. in the public ac~ountlng
field. As Ron put it, "You can't
play ball forever."

for the second win of the season.
Six runs were scored in the first
on four walks and three hits.
Cleanup man Don Knecht continued on his hitting spree with
three hits including a double in
four trips, and added five RBI's.
Three p i t c h e rs combined to
silence Marion with three hits
and fanned twenty-one. Giesler
struck out eight of the twelve
men he faced and was credited
with the victory, his first.
Face Buckeyes
Tomorrow, the Musketeers travel
to Columbus for a double-header
with the defending Big Ten
Champions, Ohio State. The
Buckeyes, who have a season
mark of seven and four, have
shown rapid improvement since
returning from Florida, and will
be a stiff test for the Muskies.
Included in the OSU starting
lineup are basketeers Don Kelly
at first base, Frank Howard in
left, and Chuck Ellis at third, and
footballers Howard "Hopalong"
Cassady in centerfield and Galon
Cisco, pitcher. First game starts
at 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday's game with Dayton
was called due to poor weather.

Basketballers N a111e
All Opponent Tea1n
Dick Gaines, Seton Hall forward, and the Dayton Flyers
were named as the outstanding
player and team faced by the
Xavier Musketeers this seasan.
Gaines was the man mainly responsible for the Muskies loss to
Seton Hall in the Gardens,
where he tallied 33 points, the
h i g h e s t single performance
against Xavier this year.
Five different schools placed
men on the all-opponent first
team. Besides Gaines, Jim Paxson of Dayton, Charlie 'ryra of
Louisville, Owen Lawson of
Western Kentucky, and Don Barnette of Miami, Ohio made the
first five.
Honorable metion went to Bill
Kennon, Jim McLaughlin, Forest
Able, Bob Daniels, Bill Uhl, Dave
Plunkett, Jim Smith, Phil Rollins, Jim Morgan, Brendan Mccann, Arlen Bockhorn, and Frank
Nimmo.

TUXEDO
RENTAL

*
LANDEN, LTD.

Baumring's Pharmacy
The Drug Store Closest To
Xavier Universit11
1618 l\lontgomel'J Road
MEirose 1-3708

606 Vine St.
PArkway 1-7345

his wife, the former
Timmers have two
!Side in Westwood.

E SHIRT
~UN DRY
lontrome17 Road
Evanston

ASANDWICH
le1t Sandwich
1em All"
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~·:.::::::; •:::
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It's a psychological fact:
Pleasure help5 your disposition.
If you're a smoker, remember
- more people get more
pure pleasure from Camels
than from any other cigarette!

No other cigarette is so
rich·tasting, yet so mild!

"et-

'

1s a natural
:an essential

~O.,

INC.

Oodburn 1-2474
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Campus Glances
Speaker Named

The first speaker at Operation
Youth has been named. He is
Lee Pennington, former first
assistant to J. Edgar Hoover. He
will speak Monday, June 11.
Another feature will be the
:'lrbitration of a labor problem,
conducted by James L. Centner,
director of industrial relations at
Hess and Eisenherdt and a member of the graduate division
faculty.
Illustrations in the Operation
Youth Manual are being prepared by the father of Dr.
Hubert H. Harper, an editorial
cartoonist for a Birmingham
(Ala.) newspaper.
More than 150 reservations
have been received to date for
Operation Youth, which will be
held from June 9 through 16.

• • •

Wives Review

The Faculty Wives Association
will be the guests or the Military
Department today to review the
Xavier ROTC Corps in its second
regimental review of the year,
Lt. Col. Jesse H. Brown, PMS&T
announced last Friday.
The wives of the faculty professors will be the guests of
honor in the reviewing stand for
the ·parade at 1: 30 this afternoon.

ment of modern languages and
moderator of the club, hosted
the meeting. Nominees for the
election to take place on April
26 were selected. Tentative plans
were made for a combined picnic and hayride which will take
place in May.
A buffet style dinner was
served to those in attendance,
after which a movie about German customs and scenery was
shown.

.. • *

Busy Singers
The schedule for the Clef Club
for the remainder of the semester is as follows:
April 21 "Xavier Presents"
April 24 Regina high school
April 26 Mercy hospital,
Hamilton
April 30 Series-B Convocation
May 2-3 Nazareth college,
Nazareth, Ky.
May 18 Formal Concert and
Dance at SheratonGlbson
i\'lay 19 Family Day
J.Uay 21 L. B. Harrison Male
Cl1orus Festival

,.

..

Picnic Coming
On Ascension Thursday, May
10, the Alchemist Club will hold
its annual picnic at Sharon

Commissions Available For College
Men Interested In Becoming Swabs
In order to provide a highly

skilled scientific and technical force for mobilization in
the event of a national emergency, Naval Research com-

be under 27 years of age for line
(1105) commissions and 33 years
of age for restricted line and

panies have been established
throughout the country. One such
Reserve unit was set up here at
Xavier a few years ago, under
the direction of Mr. John B. Hart,
instructor of physics.
In connection with this program, college graduates whose
majors are in physics, engineering, chemistry, and related -physical sciences, and who have
fulfilled tP,eir required military
obligation are eligible now for
commissions in the U.S. Naval
Reserve. Inactive duty billets are
available in the Reserve Research program. Applicants must
Woods. Both club members and
graduate students are invited.

• • •

Club Convenes

Monday, April 23, the Physics
Club will hold its first meeting.
It will consist of a movie and
business session. All interested
are cordially invited to attend.

Various special projects are
sponsored by local units, carried
on under government orders. For
example, at the University of
California, a naval research unit
secured permission to go to the
front lines in Korea, a result of
which was new medical aids for
the armed forces.
Here at Xavier, members of
the local company are Naval Reserve officers in some scientific
profession, such as nuclear powered aircraft engine research.
The Xavier unit, Naval Research
Company 4-11, meets every two
weeks in Albers Hall. Films and
open discussions are the order of
the meetings. Mr. Hart heads the
company.
Those desiring further information with regard to the program may contact Mr. Hart in
the Physics Department in Albers Hall.

Mr. John B. Hart

Disappointment

staff commissions.
Members are invited annually,
at ·government expense, to take
specialized training in their fields
at any of the various offices of
Naval Research Activities, such
as the Oak Ridge Reactor School.

In the 1830's, Detroit and Cincinnati sought the services of
Jesuit educators. The Jesuits
picked Cincinnati because they
felt that it was a more progressive city.

• • •

Profs Attend Meet

Four members of the Xavier
University staff will take part
in the 85th meeting of the Ohio
College Association and Allied
Societies at the Ohio Union of
the Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, April 20-21.
Rev. Stanley C. Tillman, S.J.,
chairman of the philosophy department, will take part in a
panel discussion on "Intellectual
Freedom." Dr. Bernard A. Gendreaux, instructor of philosophy,
will be - the commentator at a
session considering "The Approach to Comparative Epistemology."
Rev. W. Eugene Shiels, S.J.,
chairman of the history department, will be a discussant in the
section on "Historiography."
Mr. Edward P. VonderHaar,
director of public relations, will
chair a public relations section
meeting on the question, "Interpreting Higher Education."

If.

LUCKY DROODLES! PURR·FECTLY HILARIOUS! ''
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Heidelberg Verein
Mr. Karl Wentersdorf, graduate
student in English at this university, addressed the :fathers'
and sons' meeting of the Heidelberg Club at the Student Activities Room in North Hall on April
8. His twenty-minute speech
"The Edueational System of
Present Day Germany" was
followed by a discussion concerning the religious, social and
political problems of Germany.
Mr. Joseph E. Bourgeoise,
acting chairman of the depart-

Thne's na 1ubslttute tor

DAIK NIGHT,
WILL•LIT TUNNIL

Robert Sweyd
U: of San Francisco

YOU'RE ON THE RIGHT TRACK when you light up a Lucky,

because Luckies taste better. Only fine tobacco-naturally
good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste better-can
give you taste like this. All of which goes to explain the
Droodle above: Light-up time in caboose, as seen by halted
motorist. Switch to Luckies yourself. You'll say they're the
best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked.

experten~.

Your assurance ot C'XP~rt tnstailatlon ts
10 years' ot C!'t:Perlcnce tn mu!tler
~ales and st·r1tre.
o~r

DEPEND ON
THE MUFFLER MAN
I
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LEAKPROOF AND RA'CTLEPROOFfl~EE-15-Mln.
Mu!!ler Installntlon

WATCH IAND ON
fllCkLID WlllT

David Hunt
N.Y.U.

DROODLES, Copyright 1953 by Roger Price
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Rock Island Line Tops In Tourney

By Bill Poole
Neavs Ct1mpris Etlitor
Two small Illinois colleges
outscored 22 competitors at
the first Robert S. Marx
National Invitational Debate
Tournament last Saturday to
earn the right to compete as
finalists at the banquet that
evening. At the tournament
sponsored by Xavier's 116 year
old Poland Philopedian Debating
Society at the Gibson, the Augustana College (Rock Island, Ill.)
debating team emerged champions.

trophy (gold cup bearing figure
of Abraham Lincoln) was Southern Methodist. Judge Marx, who
observed Southern Methodist in
a debate, remarked to one of the
SMU debaters that he was disappointed not to have heard
some Southern accents. The quick
rejoiner: "I'm sorry, sir. We just
didn't have time."

These shots were made at the final debate during the Robert S. Marx National Invitational Debate
Tournament last Saturday night at the Gibson Roof Garden. (1) Rev. Vincent C. Horrigan, moderator
of the 116 year old Philopedian Society presents the consolation tro11hy to Miss Norma Jean Stanton,
debate coach of Southern .Methodist university. (2) Greenville <lebaters Ronald Werner and Gary
Cronkhite, together with victorious Augustana 'lebaters Donahl Fleming and Philli11 Hubbart, a'lmire
the championship trophy. (3) Honorable Robert s. Marx, tournament sponsor, smiles during the closing
proceedings. (4) Mr. W. Brock Brentlinger, Greenville coach, Honorable Charles Sawyer, former Ambassador_ to Belgium and Secretary of Commerce umler President Truman, Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor,
S.J., president, and Mr. Martin J. Holcomb, Augustana coach, are shown as they glance over the tournament program. This was the first national invitational tournament held by Xavier.

Friday the 13th

Augustana's Phillip A. Hubbard and David W. Flemming,
both pre-legal students, topped
four opposing teams on Friday,
April 13 (not an unlucky day
for them) to amass a first-day
high total of 187 points. Saturday they eliminated Miami,
Fordham, and Kentucky, and at
the banquet, their cross-state
rivals, Greenville College, Both
Augustana and Greenville will
participate in the national West
Point Tournament.
Introductory remarks revealed
that both Greenville debaters,
Ronald Werner and Gary Cronkhite, are preparing for the Methodist ministry. W. Brock Brentlinger coached the runner-up
Greenville team.
At the Roof Garden banquet,
Augustana defended the negative and Greenville the affirmative of the tournament topic,
"Resolved: that the non-agriculturial industries of the United
States should guarantee to their
employees an annual wage."
Chairman Bill Glueck, president
of the Poland Philopedian Debating Society, introduced the
speakers and debaters.
Dignitaries

Among the guests were Rev.
Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., president, Rev. Vincent C. Horrigan,
S.J., moderator of the Debating
Society, Judge Robert S. Marx,
sponsor of the · tournament,
Charles Sawyer, former Secretary
of Commerce and Ambassador to
Belgium, and Walter S. Schmidt,
chairman of Xavier's President's
Council. The debate was transcribed and re-broadcast over
WLW.
Xavier did not tally enough
wins on the first day to enter
the elimination rounds. Debaters
Frank Hamel and Frank Conneighton defeated Wittenberg,
but lost to Holy Cross, in the
consolation rounds.
Winner of the consolation

IMPRESSED

A large group of Advanced
Corps Cadets, mostly juniors
traveled, to Ft. Knox, Ky. in a
chartered ·bus last Friday for a
tour of the mamouth base and
Armored school as the guests of
Brig. Gen. William H. Wood,
the Commanding General.

Young chemical
engineer works
on new ways
to make silicones
Silicones arc a new class of man-made chemicals with very unusual properties. Made from
sand, they assume the form of rubber, grease,
oil and resin. Under extremes of heat and
cold, the rubber stays rubbery, the oil oily.
Silicones added to fabrics make them exceptionally water-repellent. Silicone makes
waxes spread easier .•. paints almost impervious to weather.
One of the men responsible for finding new
ways to produce silicone products is 26-yearold Frank V. Summers.

Summers' Work Interesting, Important
As process engineer of the Silicone Products
Department, Frank Summers first compares
the results of small-scale, pilot-plant experiments with the production methods in actual
use. Then, using his own knowledge of
chemical-engineering principles, he designs
faster, more efficient and more economical
methods of producing silicone products.
Frank Summers' excellent training, diversified experience and outstanding personal
qualifications make him a valuable contributor to this engineering team.

25,000 College Graduates at General Electric
When Frank Summers came to General
Electric in 1949, he ali-cady knew the kind
of work he wanted to do. Like each of om
25,000 college-graduate employees, he was
given his chance to grow and realize his full
potential. For General Electric has long believed this: Whenever fresh young minds are
given the freedom to make progress, everybody benefits-the individual, the company,
and the country.

Educational Relations, General Electric
Company, Sclienectady 5, New York
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Big Job Alieacl For Masquers Family Day Celebration To· Be Bigger
·As Play Prepa.rations Proceed And Better Than Ever Staged. Before
Many interesting problems publicity will be handled by the
have presented themselves to greater Cincinnati newspapers,
Once again plans are being der the direction of Gilbert Fellinger and Bill Daily.
and by the local radio and teleThe publicity will be carried
laid
for the Xavier University Maringer. Climaxing the day will
the stage crew of the Masque vision stations.
be the dance, which will be held · out through the joint efforts of
Society, which is making
The Veterans Club has vol- Family Day Celebration. Jack in the armory.
Charlie Woeste and Tom Kerver.
plans for the presentation of unteered to assist the Masque in Davis is the student chairman
As it has been in the past,
The problem of housing wil be
James Qualin's play "The Siege the ticket sales campaign on a of the celebration which will the day will be planned and taken over by Arrie Delrose.
of Pamaluna."
Dr. Matias Vega, assist~nt professor of modern languages, has
been consulted concerning the
proper pronunciation of the
Spanish and Basque names occuring in the play. Incidently
the correct pronunciation of
Xavier is "Have-ei-ir."
Which Leg?
That St. Inigo Loyola limped
as a result of wounds received
in the battle of Pampaluna is
common knowledge; but on which
leg that Xavier limped is knowledge confined to the dusty tomes
of the past. In the interest of
historical accuracy, Inigo will
limp on the proper leg thanks
to research work done by Dr.
Hubert H. Harper, instructor of
classical languages. (Which leg
did he limp on? See the play
and find otLt for yourself.-Ed)

The official fencing instructor
for the cast is Jim Wiggs, a veteran fencer and a member of the
cast. Not only is Jim giving the
cast an en garde to tottche instruction in fencing, but he is
also supplying the nece.;;sary
foils for the players.
Stadtmiller Does Scenery
The coat of arms for the Xavier
family, which will be incorporated in the scenery, was painted
by Tom Stadtmiller. Tom will
also paint the stonework of the
castle which will be used in the
play's expressionistic settings.
Recordings by Justo de Badajos, one of the greatest classic
guitarists of Spain, will provide
the theme, dancing, and mood
music for the play.
Two cast changes were recently
made. Joan Feiertag, a teacher
at St. Thomas More, will play
the part of Lolita, a Basque
dancing girl. Mark Bryant will
act the role of Bobadilla, a student at the University of Pf).ris.
Big Promotion
Local and national promotion
will be given to the play prior
to its presentation. The following national productions will
mention the Masque's forthcoming production: . Theater- Arts

non-commision basis. Mr. John take place on May 20.
G. Maupin, instructor of speech · This celebration has grown
and moderator of the Masque into the major attraction on the
Society, said, "This is one of the Xavier social calendar. Bigger
finest examples of real Xavier and 1better plans was the word
spirit that I have ever seen."
from chairman Jack Davis as all
plans were being readied for this
Ticket Sale Soon
Tickets will go on sale April year's Family Day.
In the past seven years the
27. Coupon 34 in the student
activity book will entitle students Xavier family has been enterto a single admission. Companion tained to themes ranging from
tickets will be sold for 50 cents. the Gay '90's to the--Old West.
Regular admission price is one
This year the day will go back
dollar.
some 30 years to the Roaring
The plot concerns the Xavier '20's. Under the leadership of Mr.
y Jassu family, its military Thomas Coyne, the theme will
defeat in its defensive war of be carried out during the entire
independence against the en- day from the early afternoon
croaching armies of Charles V, to the dance in the evening.
and the spiritual rise of its
Activities will be arranged so
younger son Francisco. Through- as to fulfill everyone's desires,
out the play the influence of leaving them with a minimum
Inigo de Loyola wields its potent amount of spare time. Sports eneffects on the Xavier y Jassu thusiasts will have their choice
family and its son Francisco.
there will be a band concert un-

executed by the Xavier Dads'
Club and the students of Xavier,
under the direction of Rev.
Edward J. O'Brien, S.J., director
of admissions.
This year the co-chairmen are
Jack Davis and John Haley. Davis
between baseball and tennis.
There will be a military dedicaion, and later in the afternoon ·
will handle the day as such,
while Haley will be in charge
of the publicity and tickets.
Caring for the decorations will
be Jess Burcham, assisted by
Stan Seifried, Jim Perry, Bill
Veith, Ray Olliges, and Dave
Zwich.
Refreshments will be handled
by Don Basile and Bob Rappel,
while Jim Dehan, Dave Pierato,
and Lloyd Lill will work on the
theme.
The ticket depai·tment will be
under the direction · of Skip

Once again this year motels will
be reserved .exclusively for Xavier parents and students.

Vets Reduce Dues;
Plan Spring Picnic
At the last meeting of the
Xavier Veteran's Club, it was
decided that dues would be reduced from one dollar to fifty
cents for each meeting attended.
A door prize will be awarded at
each meeting: Every member
present will get one free chance.
· The annual Spring picnic will
be held Sunday, April 4 at
Sharon Woods. All interested
members are requested to sign
the list in the Veterans Counselor's Ofice.
Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Wilfred Wittekind will receive the
annual Marksmanship Award of
the .veterans Club on Friday,

Magazine, America, The Siign,
Catholic Theater, and The Quarterly Journal of Speech. Local

Sign Succumbs To
Unknoivn Assailant
Evidence of increasing interest
in the forthcoming elections for
Student Council has been shown.
A campaign sign of the Constitutional Party, which was hung
over University Drive, was torn
down and slashed into ribbons
last Sunday.
The, sign was made of waterproof canvas. Harry Blair general
chairman of the· Constitutional
Party, stated "Seven men tested
the material by attempting to
rip it before the sign was put
up at 2:15 p.m., Sunday, Steady
winds of over 50 miles per hour
would have been necessary to
rip the cloth. At 10: 30 that evening we found that the wires
supporting the sign had been •
pulled down and the sign had
been slashed."
Even as this issue of The News
appears, the Constitutionalists
will have another sign over the
University Drive. In reference to
the t;1lection campaign, Harry
Blair hotly commented to our
reporter, "We have not yet begun
to fifht."

t SUPERIOR TASTE
So good to your tnste because of L&M•s
superior tobaccos. Richer, tastier-espe•
cially selected for filter smoking. For the
flavor you want, here's the filter you need.

.._....,,J!fLAX WITH

So quick on the drawl Yes, the flavor
comes clean-through L&M's all 1ol&ite
Miracle Tip. Pure white inside, pure
white outside for cleaner.better 1moking.
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BIG RED LETTER DAY!

